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TrackIt Web v3.0.33 Release Notes

These release notes contain information regarding new functionalities, behaviors, changes, and
other new experiences you should expect when using this latest version of the product.

Legend
Enhancement: A new feature created to expand the capabilities of the
TrackIt Web Console and increase its overall benefit for end users.
Correction: A change intended to remove unexpected behaviors in the
TrackIt Web Console and improve the overall end user experience.
Process Steps: Step-by-step instructions intended to complete a task
associated with the enhancement or correction.
Information: General information needed to understand the context,
behaviors, and restrictions associated with new enhancements and
corrections.
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Enhancements
The following items are newly-implemented features intended to increase end-user productivity
throughout TrackIt.

Payroll Web Service contains updated parameters

(TX-2294)

A new parameter was added to the Payroll Web service, and the documentation for the parameters
has been updated. allowMissingLogouts was updated to properly reflect its functionality, and
includeUsersWithMissingLogouts was added to provide customers the ability to pull
current day login times for drivers even if drivers have not clocked out for the day.

New Web service to retrieve schedules

(NFS-1360)

A new schedules Web service has been added to TrackIt for retrieving schedules. The Schedule
Web service can retrieve data based on employee, plant, employee type, and all employees.

Target Water/Cement ratio displays actual

(NFS-1358)

ratio
The Batch Slump report Target Water/Cement ratio value now shows the actual Target value.
Previously, the Target Water/Cement ratio value displayed was the Actual ratio value.

ESM supports custom event logic for

(NFS-1323)

missing slump
TrackIt red bar alerts now handle missing values. This will allow new types of alert configurations,
such as missing slump scenarios.
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Filters added to Batch Slump report

(NFS-1268)

The Batch Slump report now includes filters for Order and Job. This allows customers to filter
tickets using more specific criteria and allows comparison of Slump, Temperature, and
Water/Cement ratio values across tickets from the same Order and Job groups.

No calculations during probe failure

(NFS-1258)

If the COMMANDassurance probe is sending a failure code, the TrackIt Web Console no longer
calculates a slump value. Despite not calculating slump value, all other data is still available. When
this occurs, the Batch Slump report displays the Probe Failure icon in place of the slump.

"Water in Truck" values imported from

(NFS-1215)

COMMANDbatch
The Water in Truck values for a load are now imported to the TrackIt Web Console from
COMMANDbatch and the company's dispatch system. This affects the Mix Info tab and the Load
Info tab on the View Ticket window, which can be access via the View Ticket

button on the

Batch Slump report or the Ticket page of the TrackIt Web Console. The Mix Info tab displays the
value received from the dispatch system, and the Load Info tab displays the value received from
COMMANDbatch.
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Corrections
The following tickets are improvements upon unexpected user experiences for a more fluid and
productive experience throughout TrackIt.

Load Properties report not displaying

(NFS-1186)

alerts properly
Corrected behavior:
The Load Properties report now indicates when out of tolerance Alerts no longer apply when the
corresponding slump and temperature return to tolerance.

Previous behavior:
In some scenarios, the Slump Out of Tolerance Alert and Temperature Out of Tolerance Alert
did not disappear from the Load Properties report until the corresponding ticket was completed.
These alerts were expected to disappear when the cause for the alert returned to tolerance.
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